Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Bottom Left Corner

Jane’s Corner…       My Corner…

Bottom Left Corner…

Difficulty     Medium

Applique

Number of Pieces 78
Bottom Left Corner

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

Pattern for "Bottom Left Corner" as 8.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Bottom Right Corner

Jane’s Corner…       My Corner…

Difficulty  Medium
Applique
Number of Pieces 12
Templates for "Bottom Right" as 8.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane's Corner…

My Corner…

Top Left Corner…

Difficulty  Medium

English Paper Piecing and Applique

Number of Pieces 16
You will need 9 of this one. J

For the top of the kite. I
Jane's Corner…

Top Right Corner…

Difficulty  Medium

Paper Foundation and Applique

Number of Pieces 44

I made a mistake on this one too! Do you see it? Join sections A to B, C to D, E to F, G to H. Then using partial seam, join AB to I, (reg. seam) CD to ABI, EF, and so on. Then finish the partial seam of AB to I.
Top Right Corner


Pattern for "Top Right Corner" as 8.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
After completing the Star Block, it is easier to sew pieces to the sides and then cut out the kite shape.
Templates for "Top Right Corner" as 8.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!